8 Must-See Gallery Shows, Pop-Ups, and Other Installations Happening Around Los Angeles This Week

In town for Frieze LA? See work by Doug Aitken, David Hockney, Beverly Pepper, and more.

Los Angeles is finally commencing its long-awaited international fair week. Artists, galleries, and collectors the world over will descend on the inaugural edition of Frieze LA, as well as a handful of satellite fairs setting up shop around the city, including Felix LA and Spring Break. Yet these upstart expos aren’t the only places to see great art. Many of the city’s top galleries and museums are also mounting some of their strongest shows this week. Here are eight exhibitions to check out if you’re in LA this week.

“New Particles from the Sun” is a collection of sculptures the 96-year-old American-born, Italy-based sculptor Beverly Pepper, made in the early part of her career, between 1958 and 1967. The title is taken from a poem Frank O’Hara wrote for a show of hers held in Rome in 1965. The pairing makes sense: O’Hara’s rhythmic, expressionistic style complements Pepper’s steel experiments—both move at their own pace, following each idea and tangent to a natural conclusion.